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Mandy Napier BSc is an Inspirational Speaker, Coach and Educator who delivers highly
transformational and engaging presentations. She has an inspiring history that includes
adventure travels, qualifying and competing in the gruelling Hawaiian IRONMAN Triathlon
World Championships, overcoming a mysterious sport stopping illness, leading sales
teams to achieve excellence, to becoming a sought after speaker and coach.

THE CHALLENGES WE FACE TODAY

In today’s fast-paced world and tightening economy, everyone is feeling stretched some to near breaking point. This is evidenced by a growth in disengagement, decline
in productivity and effectiveness matched with an increase in stress and mental health
problems. A new way of thinking and operating is essential for long-term success.
In response to this, Mandy Napier has created The Winning Edge Formula ™. While
success is not easy, it is simple. Mandy shares seven key ingredients that lay solid
foundations for achieving the winning edge in today’s changing world; creating
outstanding success professionally and personally.

The Winning Edge Formula ™
Mandy presents The Winning Edge Formula ™ as a half-day, full-day or twoday workshop. It can also be presented as a 45 - 60 minute keynote talk.

In the full-day workshop your audience will discover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The missing step that most people overlook
The critical element you must control to take charge of your day
Why your habits define your success
How to retrain your brain for consistent progress
How to create empowering choices
Three key strategies that create gold medal performances in business
Why striving to be the best can help and hinder your success

Mandy’s powerful presentations will ensure you and your team leave with foundations
that help balance the drive to succeed with enjoying day to day life and overcoming our
inherent ability to ‘get in our own way’.

‘Thank you for your superb keynote
presentation and information
throughout the weekend, it isn’t
just listening to you but also having
a conversation with you, that is so
enjoyable.’ Karen Neuendorf

youtube.com/mandynapier

Mandy has worked with a wide range of businesses including, Real Estate teams,
Professional and Financial services, Entrepreneurs, CEO’s, Managers and Small
to Medium Business owners to help them exceed and surpass their personal and
professional goals.
Please contact Mandy personally on 0408 666 176 or mandy@mindsetforsuccess.com.
au to discuss how The Winning Edge Formula ™ can be tailored to your business.
Visit https://mindsetforsuccess.com.au/speaking/ to see Mandy in action.

twitter.com/mandynapier

linkedin.com/in/mandynapier/

www.mindsetforsuccess.com.au

facebook.com/mandynapier61

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

‘I have attended several of Mandy’s workshops over the years and
recently, attended a presentation where she was the keynote speaker.
Mandy has a knack for keeping things simple, gives great nuggets of
advice and takes the time and effort in keeping her audience focused
and on track. Personally, I love Mandy’s enthusiasm and passion for
her industry and her commitment and care to working with people.’

MEET MANDY

Mandy Napier, dubbed the ‘Mindset Alchemist,’
is a dynamic and accomplished Global Mindset
and Performance Coach, Educator, Speaker and
Author.
She is a professionally trained public speaker and
spent more than 20 years managing, inspiring
and leading sales teams to achieve outstanding
results in the UK and Australia.
Using analogies from endurance sports, solo
travel adventures and personal challenges
she is a catalyst inspiring participants to make
lasting change. She weaves ancient wisdom
with modern day science and shares practical
solutions for purposeful action.

A PERSONAL MESSAGE
FROM MANDY

“My motto is ‘never, ever, ever give up on
yourself,’ and I believe ‘success takes small
consistent steps.’ There has never been a more
critical time than today to invest in your team
to ensure continued growth and success. I
welcome the opportunity to assist you and your
business to achieve the winning edge.”

Terese Finegan, Digital Marketing and Communications Officer, Caloundra
Chamber of Commerce

‘Mandy’s presentation was fantastic and well received by all the
guests. The one thing I took away was the ability to stay focused to
keep things flowing. I can thoroughly recommend Mandy’s services.’
Scott Fawke, Managing Director, Ausure

‘Mandy was our keynote speaker, speaking on ‘Thriving in a Busy
World.’ She is very inspiring and provides you with fantastic
information to grow yourself and your business. I would highly
recommend Mandy to anyone who would like to have her as a speaker
at their event or in their business.’
Kellie Payne, UP Financial Services

‘I recently attended a morning workshop hosted by Mandy Napier. It
was brilliant, and I could listen to you all day! Currently, Mandy is my
coach, and I have this to say:- ‘Mandy, you have changed my life and
career. I am truly blessed to call you my coach.’
Linda Feltman, Sales Agent McGrath Caloundra

‘Thanks for an amazing workshop today Mandy. I’ve had such great
feedback from the team who all got so much out of it personally as
well as professionally. Mandy has transformed so many critical areas of
my life since working with her. I cannot recommend her highly enough
for anyone ready to blast through their personal roadblocks and step
into the best version of themselves.’
Jodie Hedley-Ward, Principal McGrath Caloundra

Contact Mandy to discuss your requirements
on 0408 666 176 or mandy@mindsetforsuccess.com.au
OTHER TOPICS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•

The Secret Mindset Strategies of Champions
Inside Secrets to Getting Things Done
Wake up Step Up
The Art & Science of Success

youtube.com/mandynapier

twitter.com/mandynapier

linkedin.com/in/mandynapier/

www.mindsetforsuccess.com.au

facebook.com/mandynapier61

